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The European Parliament, 
A. whereas the peoples of Eastern Europe are frequently deprived of the opportunity 
to study the Literature, history, sociology and economics of their own countries, 
B. whereas their cultures and traditions are frequently threatened by a foreign hegemon) 
C. whereas the peoples of Western Europe should forge and maintain closer links with 
the peoples of Eastern Europe, 
D. whereas education in the literature, history, political systems and other aspects 
of life in Eastern Europe would help to draw the peoples of Europe closer together, 
E. whereas an Eastern European University situated in Western Europe would provide 
a centre for such studies and symbolise European solidarity, 
1. Calls upon the Council of Foreign l~inisters meeting in political cooperation to make 
proposals to other democratic governments, particularly those in the Council of E~ro~ 
and NATO, for the establishment of an Eastern European University to be situated in 
one of the Member States of the Community; 
2. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council of Ministers and 
the Commission. 
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